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Stimularea apetitului pentru lectură și dezvoltarea nu doar a competențelor academice, 

ci și a celor de viață reprezintă, credem, un deziderat al școlii contemporane. Și, dacă acesta se 

poate înfăptui într-un cadru de basm (metaforic, dar și în sens propriu), atunci este cu atât mai 

bine.  

Prezentul caiet de lucru se adresează elevilor clasei a VI-a care studiază disciplina 

opțională Teaching English Skills through Stories (TESS). Deocamdată, disciplina face parte 

din CDȘ, fiind avizată de Inspectoratul Școlar Județean Maramureș și aleasă de către părinții 

elevilor Școlii Gimnaziale ,, Dr. Victor Babeș” Baia Mare.  

Lucrarea a fost concepută și redactată de către echipa Școlii Gimnaziale ,,Dr. Victor 

Babeș” Baia Mare în cadrul proiectului Erasmus +2017-1-TR01-KA219-064239_2  A New 

Method in English Teaching, derulat în perioada 2017 – 2019, și vine în completarea firească 

a programei de opțional TESS redactate de prof. Ramona Mureșan. TESS Workbook for 6th 

Grade dezvoltă competențele programei menționate printr-o gamă variată de conținuturi 

structurate pe opt unități de învățare și un capitol introductiv de teorie literară aplicată.  

Selectarea, ca texte de bază pentru lectură, a legendelor și poveștilor din țările partenere 

din proiect (Turcia, România, Ungaria și Bulgaria) se înscrie în obiectivele Erasmus + de 

valorificare a fondului cultural național în context european și de cultivare a unui spirit deschis, 

tolerant și nediscriminatoriu. 

Copilul care pătrunde într-un alt orizont cultural se va confrunta cu un altfel de sistem 

de percepere a realului, cu un ansamblu de viziuni culturale specifice asupra timpului și a 

spațiului. În consecință, va trebui să exploreze simbolurile comune, dar și diversitatea 

elementelor culturale distincte, să le treacă prin filtrul propriu pentru a-și lărgi orizonturile și 

scara de valori etice. Concomitent, elevii își vor îmbunătăți competențele de comunicare în 

limba engleză fără ca accentul să cadă în mod exclusiv pe aspectul lingvistic. Așadar, copiii se 

vor familiariza cu conceptul de CLIL (Content Language Integrated Learning), construindu-și 

abilități și asimilând cunoștințe pe care le vor putea transfera ușor în noi contexte de învățare.  

 

Autorii
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Stories here, stories there, stories everywhere! 

1. We are surrounded by stories, old or new, long or short, about people or animals, factual 

or fictional… Everything is a story of a sort or another. Take two minutes to write as many 

words as possible related to the key-word in the circle: 
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2. You are now going to watch a PPT about types of stories. At the end of the presentation, 

match the following titles with the pictures and with the type of story (genre). Write in your 

notebooks. In your PORTFOLIO you will add three more examples for each genre. 

1. The Lord of the Rings, 

by J.R.R. Tolkien 

A.  a. Adventure 

2. Mărțișorul B.  b. Detective story 

3. Twenty Thousand 

Leagues Under the Sea, 

by Jules Verne 

C.  c. Romance 

4. Treasure Island, by 

Robert Louis Stevenson 

D.  d. Science-Fiction 

5. Cinderella E.  e. Fantasy 

6. The Story of  

Christopher Columbus 

F.  f. Fable 

7. Death on the Nile, by 

Agatha Christie 

G.  g. Fairy Tale 

8. Twilight, by Stephenie 

Meyer 

H.  h. Historical 

9. The Tortoise and the 

Hare, by Aesop 

I.  i. Legend 
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The elements of the story are meant to increase the readers’ enjoyment and understanding of 

different literary pieces. The more familiar they become with these elements, the better they 

understand the piece of writing. When thinking of the elements of a story, we can simplify the 

process by thinking of the 4W: WHO?, WHEN?, WHERE? and WHAT?  
 

  

                                                                                                                   

In groups of four, you are going to play a game. Take a piece of paper; fold it as shown, so you 

get four columns. Label them with the 4W. Write something under “Who?” (who does the 

action in a story you imagine), then cover it by folding the paper. Pass it to the person to your 

right. They will now write something under “When?”. Continue doing this until you filled all 

the four columns and your paper gets back to you. Unfold it, (ok, you’ve probably had a good 

laugh!), now read your story elements to the rest of the class. What do you notice? Why do you 

think that happened?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.ro/imgres?imgurl=http://onlinewritingtraining.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Depositphotos_5633891_xs-e1438739218283.jpg&imgrefurl=https://onlinewritingtraining.com.au/2017/04/24/who-and-whom/&docid=bBdFQyTnIHUsxM&tbnid=sYcxOICQbMFt7M:&vet=10ahUKEwjlvb6R7PzjAhUSDxQKHTyKAIIQMwh7KBowGg..i&w=349&h=315&hl=de&bih=967&biw=1920&q=who&ved=0ahUKEwjlvb6R7PzjAhUSDxQKHTyKAIIQMwh7KBowGg&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.ro/imgres?imgurl=http://www.lovethispic.com/uploaded_images/31218-Where-Are-You-.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.lovethispic.com/image/31218/where-are-you-&docid=wBFGpYnCJSsrXM&tbnid=Fi3PF8Zi9_rpoM:&vet=10ahUKEwiSvPff7PzjAhUqAWMBHT7QDZ0QMwh6KCQwJA..i&w=400&h=265&hl=de&bih=967&biw=1920&q=where&ved=0ahUKEwiSvPff7PzjAhUqAWMBHT7QDZ0QMwh6KCQwJA&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.ro/imgres?imgurl=https://cdn.loanstreet.com.my/rich/rich_files/rich_files/000/000/940/original/what-meme-13.jpg&imgrefurl=https://loanstreet.com.my/learning-centre/car-motorcycle-collide&docid=OSjQ2VQGwNV8IM&tbnid=FsLPA4rcESNDPM:&vet=10ahUKEwiCg4aC7fzjAhVyAmMBHRJgCuQQMwiMASgqMCo..i&w=480&h=360&hl=de&bih=967&biw=1920&q=what&ved=0ahUKEwiCg4aC7fzjAhVyAmMBHRJgCuQQMwiMASgqMCo&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.ro/imgres?imgurl=https://cdn.xl.thumbs.canstockphoto.com/3d-word-when-with-question-mark-block-text-over-white-background-stock-illustrations_csp8699047.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.canstockphoto.com/illustration/when.html&docid=j7aqahtn_IrDMM&tbnid=XndQQvTDaiGR1M:&vet=10ahUKEwj2lr2r7PzjAhWSsBQKHSOpBngQMwh9KCAwIA..i&w=237&h=194&hl=de&bih=967&biw=1920&q=when&ved=0ahUKEwj2lr2r7PzjAhWSsBQKHSOpBngQMwh9KCAwIA&iact=mrc&uact=8
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Now, let’s focus on the elements of the story! 

A. CHARACTERS 

1. The characters are the doers of the action in the story and they can be people, as well as 

animals, spirits, pieces of furniture or other animated objects. Generally, we can speak of a 

protagonist/ main character who is the clear center of the story, and an antagonist, who 

is the opposition, or “enemy” of the main character. The other characters are called 

supporting characters, because the focus doesn’t fall on them primarily. 

 

Still in groups of four, think of a story you like. In your notebooks, write the main character(s) 

and the supporting characters. Think of their traits and how they are revealed in the story. 

Complete the table:  

 

Character Main 

(M) or 

supporting 

(S)? 

Characteristics revealed through: 

Physical 

appearance 

What he/she 

says, thinks, 

feels, dreams 

What he/she 

does 

What others 

say about 

him/ her 

How others 

react to him/ 

her 
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2. According to their characteristics and to their evolution in the story, characters can also be 

classified into a few categories. Try to match these categories to their descriptions:  

 

Category  Description  

1. Positive character a. The character has a fully developed 

personality affected by the events in the 

story; he/she can learn and develop by the 

end of the story. He/ she is a strong, complex, 

convincing character resembling real people. 

2. Flat character b. The character does not go through a 

change. 

3. Static character c. The character is perceived as evil, causing 

harm to other characters in the story. 

4. Round character d. This is a one-dimensional character. 

5. Negative character e. The character goes through change and 

“grows” during the story. 

6. Dynamic character f. The character is perceived as a role-model, 

acting for the good of people, admired for 

his/ her qualities.  

 

3. In pairs, think about the stories you’ve read and give at least two examples for each category 

from the previous exercise: 

 

 

Positive 

character 

Flat 

character 

Static 

character 

Round 

character 

Negative 

character 

Dynamic 

character 
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B. SETTING 

 

The setting of a story refers to the time and the place of the events. For some stories, the setting 

is highly important, whereas for others it is not. However, depicting the setting in an attractive 

manner can add to the literary value of the writing, as well as contribute to developing the 

readers’ imagination.  

Some elements of the setting carry a symbolic meaning. For example, a forest creates the 

mental image of a dangerous, unknown place, while a garden points at natural beauty. 

Likewise, the sunlight symbolizes hope and goodness, while darkness means despair and evil 

forces.  

The elements of the setting create a certain mood or atmosphere for the story: cheerful, 

frightful, sinister, mysterious etc.  

 

1. How do most stories that you have read begin? Can you place it on a timeline? Why (not)? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  Read the following fragments from Grimm's Fairy Tale Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs  

and answer the questions: 

 

Once upon a time, long, long ago a king and queen ruled over a distant land.  The queen was 

kind and lovely and all the people of the realm adored her.  The only sadness in the queen's life 

was that she wished for a child but did not have 

one.  

One winter day, the queen was doing needle 

work while gazing out her ebony window at the 

new fallen snow.  A bird flew by the window 

startling the queen and she pricked her finger.  A 

single drop of blood fell on the snow outside her 

window.  As she looked at the blood on the snow 

she said to herself, "Oh, how I wish that I had a 

daughter that had skin as white as snow, lips as 

red as blood, and hair as black as ebony."   

Soon after that, the kind queen got her wish 

when she gave birth to a baby girl who had skin 

white as snow, lips red as blood, and hair black 

as ebony.  They named the baby princess Snow 

White, but sadly, the queen died after giving 

birth to Snow White.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Snow White was now all alone in the great forest, and she did not know what to do.  The trees 

seemed to whisper to each other, scaring Snow White who began to run.  She ran over sharp 

stones and through thorns.  She ran as far as her feet could carry her, and just as evening was 

about to fall she saw a little house and went inside in order to rest. 

 

 

 

a) Highlight the time expressions in the text. What do you notice? 

b) Can you identify symbols in the text? Copy them in your notebook.  

c) What mood is created in the two fragments? What expressions/words created the 

atmosphere? 

d) Identify the adjectives describing characters and the surrounding. Choose five of them to 

create a setting for a story.  

e) In 5 – 7 lines, continue the second fragment in a different manner than the authors did. In 

your text, use the following words and expressions: horror, weird sound, as pale as a wall, 

gigantic and shouted angrily.  

 

C. PLOT 

 

The plot refers to the action of the story, with events arranged in a certain sequence in order to 

develop the main idea of the text. There are five parts of the plot: 

1. The exposition (introduction) is the beginning of the story, presenting the main characters, 

the background and the setting. 

2. The rising action is the part in which the events get complicated and the conflict is 

revealed. The conflict can be both internal (the struggle within the character’s self, with 

his/ her own soul, limitations or choices) and external (character vs. character, character vs. 

nature, character vs. society). 

3. The climax is the most tensed point of the story, when readers wonder what will happen 

next. It is the peak of the story, the most exciting part.  
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4. The falling action is the part when, acting upon the challenges, the characters head 

towards a resolution. The events and complications now start to fall into place.  

5. The resolution is the final outcome of the events in the story. It is a conclusion and 

a final solution to the conflict that generated the events.  

 

In pairs, think of the story of Little Red Riding Hood. If your memory needs to be refreshed, 

ask the teacher for the text of the story. Read about the elements of the plot and identify and 

summarize them for the given story.  

 

 

 

The 

exposition 

 

 

 

 

The rising 

action 

 

 

 

 

 

The climax  

 

 

 

The falling 

action 

 

 

 

 

The 

resolution 
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D. THEME  

 

All stories, regardless of the genre, have a central message or a moral. Sometimes it is 

stated in the text or quite obvious, other times the reader infers (guesses) it from the events. 

But it is always present and it generally represents the author’s thoughts on the topic or a 

general point of view regarding human nature.  

 

 

 

 

Can you name a story, of any genre, for each theme mentioned in the above box? With a 

classmate, try to add as many titles for each theme. After five minutes, check with the other 

pairs in the class to see who got the most titles. The pair with the most valid titles, but not 

less than three for each theme, wins. 
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E. LANGUAGE OF STORIES 

The language of the stories often employs various figures of speech to highlight the theme 

and to present more interest for the readers. Most often, we encounter symbols, metaphors 

and simile, hyperboles or irony.  

Here are some examples:  
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1. Match the beginnings and endings of these common similes. Put a tick next to those existing 

in your language:  

 

 

1 - D 1. as tough as  A. mouse 

2 2. as blind as a B. cucumber 

3 3. as quiet as a  C. grass 

4 4. as green as a  D. leather  

5 5. as brave as a E. elephant 

6 6. as heavy as an F. feather 

7 7. as cool as a G. silk 

8 8. as smooth as  H. bee 

9 9. as light as a I. lion 

10 10. as busy as a  J. bat  

 

2. Use your imagination to finish the sentences with your own similes: 

 

 

a) On a stormy day the wind is like __________________. 

 

b) The candy cane tasted like ________________. 

 

 

c) When Jim gets angry he is like ______________. 

 

d) The monster hissed like ________________. 

 

 

e) The hot sun was like ________________. 
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3. Write down what you think the highlighted metaphors mean: 

 

 

The moon is a silver mirror. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Joe’s a sly fox! 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Jenny’s a rock! 

______________________________________________________________________  

 

  

 

4. Write a short text (3 – 8 lines) in which to use adjectives (X3), metaphors (X2) and similes 

(X2). 
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A Romanian fairy tale 

 

Once upon a time there were an old woman and an old man and each of them had 

a daughter of their own: the old man had a good, hard-working and well behaved 

daughter, while the old woman had a mean, ugly and lazy daughter. They all lived 

together now, as the old man was a widower and the old woman a widow.  

The old man’s daughter did all the 

chores in the house and was still 

envied by the stepmother and her 

ugly daughter. Fed up with the old 

woman pestering him about his 

daughter, the old man chased 

away his own daughter. 

Sad, the girl left without knowing 

where to head to. On the way, she 

met a hungry dog that she fed and 

cleaned. Later on she came across 

an old well, full of dirt and mud, 

which she cleansed and moved 

further. Along the road she also 

noticed an old pear-tree full of 

caterpillars. The kind girl picked 

up all the caterpillars and trimmed 

the tree. Next, the old man’s 

daughter found a clay oven that 

she mended and cleaned. As it was 

getting dark, she reached a strange 

small house where Saint Sunday 

lived. She offered the girl shelter, 
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on condition she would take care of her children while Saint Sunday would be 

away at church. The girl agreed and went to sleep. 

The next day, she called for Saint Sunday’s children and, to her surprise, they 

were not human, but the weirdest creatures one can imagine. Even so, the good 

girl kept her word and she bathed the creatures and prepared food for them and 

for Saint Sunday. When she returned from church, Saint Sunday was pleased with 

the girl’s work and she decided to pay her by letting them choose a chest from 

the attic of the house. The good girl, being modest, chose the smallest and the 

oldest chest there was in the attic, thanked Saint Sunday for her generosity and 

decided to return home to her dear old father.  

On the way back, the old oven gave the girl hot baked pies. Further down the 

road, the pear tree descended its branches, so that the girl could eat some juicy 

pears. When she got to the well, it gave the girl the best water one could drink. 

Finally, the dog gave the girl a golden necklace. So, the girl got home burdened 

with gifts and, when she opened the chest, countless treasures sprung out. Her 

good old father was very happy and he begged for her forgiveness.  

Green with envy, the old woman’s daughter set out on the same trip. She met with 

the dog, the well, the pear tree and the oven, but she refused to help them. At 

Saint Sunday’s house she did not take proper care of the creatures and when she 

was given the possibility to choose her reward, she chose the biggest and the 

shiniest chest in the attic.  

Then, she went back home but did not received gifts on the way. As she and her 

wicked mother were opening the chest, out came the scariest monsters who ate 

the old woman and her daughter.  

The old man and his kind daughter lived happily ever after.  
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I. PRE – READING     

 

1. Enumerate five Romanian fairy tales. 

2. You are going on a trip. What would you choose to take with you? Justify. 

 

II.  READING 

 

1. Read the text, fiind new words  and explain them using 

https://www.macmillandictionary.com. Write the dictionary entries in your 

notebooks. 

 

2. Find three pairs of antonyms in the fairy tale.  

  

3. Identify the characters and use four adjectives for each one. 

 

4. Compare and contrast the girls in the fairy tale using Venn’s diagram. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.macmillandictionary.com/
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5. Answer  the following questions: 

 

 Identify the setting of the story (time, place). 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 Who crosses the daughter’s path? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

 Write an inventory of the treasures the daughters gained. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

 What do you think the final sentence means? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. Discuss with your partner the main ideas, then summarize the text in 7-9 lines.    

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Choose one of the main characters you like 

best in this story. Justify. 

8. Work in groups. Act out the whole fairy tale.  

9. Imagine a dialogue where you try to convince 

the old woman’s daughter to be good and 

hardworking. Write it in your notebook and 

compare it to your classmates’.  
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10. Supposing you convinced the old woman’s daughter, write another story ending (5 – 7 lines).  

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

11. You are a great cartographer. In your notebook, draw a map that features the daughter’s  trip. 

12. In groups, you are going to make a magazine article about life in fairy tales. (Portfolio task) 

13. Watch a Disney movie related to this fairy tale. Compare them. (Portfolio task) 
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A Hungarian folk tale  

  

,, Boy stag of wonder, with horns of a thousand branches and knobs 

Thousands branches and knobs and of a thousand bright candles 

Amongst its horns it carries the light of the blessed sun 

On its fore head there is a star, on its chest the moon 

And it starts along the banks of the shining heavenly Danube 

That it may be the messenger of heaven and bringer of news 

About our creator and caring god” 

 

 

One day, Ménrót (Nimrod), the ancestor of ancestors met a beautiful girl called Enéh. She gave 

birth to two sons, Hunor and Magor. One became 

the ancestor of the Huns, whilst the other was the 

ancestor of the Magyars. The children turned into 

strong, beautiful young men who often hunted 

together. Once, the brothers and their followers 

stumbled across a region they’d never visited 

before. The sun was already low in the western 

reaches of the sky and the warriors were 

considering turning around to follow their trail 

home before darkness reached them. 

 However, they cried out in amazement when a 

wonderful creature appeared in front of their eyes – a stag of such beauty they’d never 

witnessed before! It had a dazzling, snow-white mane which sparkled in the sun, with a huge 

pair of twisted antlers over eyes that glowed like diamonds. The noble beast wasted no time 

and disappeared into the bushes, its noise dying away. No commands were needed, since the 

riders stormed after the stag at once. All of them thought of the glory of felling such a 
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beast. Hunor and Magor let the charge. They 

chased the beautiful creature for many 

leagues; the stag always appeared ahead of 

them once they thought they had lost track of 

it. Lo and behold, they soon found 

themselves in an unknown, wondrous region. 

The grass was soft as silk, the hills curved 

gently around them and the streams were 

sweet as wine… The men were amazed by 

the region, The Miracle Stag was never seen 

again, yet it had led them to a new homeland, 

where they could settle down and live their 

lives in plenty. 

About our  
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I. PRE – READING  

 

1. Look  at the title and photographs below. What do you think the story is about? 

 

2. Read the story. Were you right? 

 

 

II. READING 

 

1. Find new words in the text. Try to guess their meaning from the context. 

 

2. Match the words with the pictures: 

 

 

 

warrior                           

stag                     

antlers                          

mane                            

stream                         
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3. Match the columns. What do you notice?  

 

  1. ancestor   a. pathway 

  2. whilst   b. become 

  3. to turn into   c. to assert 

  4. stumbled across             d. astonishment 

  5. trail               e. brilliant 

  6. to cry out              f. predecessor 

  7. amazement   g. marvelous 

  8. dazzling   h. river 

  9. wondrous   i. to discover 

  10. stream   j. while 

 

4.  Find antonyms for these words: 

 

   beautiful ≠ 

   together ≠ 

   darkness ≠ 

   to witness ≠ 

   amazement ≠ 

   glory ≠ 

   wondrous ≠ 

   plenty ≠ 

   to glow ≠ 

   noble ≠ 

 

5. Read the text again. Mark the sentences True (T) or False (F).  

 

 a) Nimrod met an ugly girl.  ____ 

 b) Hunor, Magor and Enéhwere Nimrod’ s sons. ____ 

 c)  The dazzling creature had a huge pair of antlers. ____ 

 d) Chasing the stag, they discovered an unknown region. ____ 

 e)  They couldn’t settle down and live their lives in plenty. ____ 
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 6. Discuss with your partner. 

 Identify the setting of the story (time, place). 

 Explain the relationship between the characters. 

 Find a miraculous event/character in the story. 

 Describe, using 4 adjectives, the discovered land. 

 

  7. Summarize the text in 5 -7 lines. 

 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

8. Illustrate the stag as you imagine it. 
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9. Discuss, in pairs, a similar event identified in your country. Present it in front of the class. 

 

10. Choose another studied story. Compare and contrast the stories.  

 

11.  Suppose that Hunor and Magor can travel in time and you are a journalist that has the 

opportunity to discover important information about their new homeland. Write out the 

interview. Feel free to add illustrations. (Portfolio task) 

 

12. In your notebook, write a 10 lines role play about strange happenings while you were in 

an expedition. 

 

13. What did you learn from the story? Express your opinion. 

 

14. You are going to prepare a poster about this story. What would you like people from 

other countries to know about it? (Portfolio task) 
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A Traditional Turkish folk tale 

 

A person who tells many lies is usually not believed or trusted by anyone after a while. There 

was a lonely man who lived in a small town. Most of the people who were living in that town 

knew him because he was a liar. Before he became a loner, he had once had a family and a 

good job, but he sometimes told small lies to his customers. Then, he started to tell big lies to 

both his customers and his family.  

Because of this, he and his family faced a 

lot of problems. He promised to be honest 

about his job, but he didn't keep his 

promises, so he lost his job. After that, his 

wife and children left him. He continued 

living in the same home alone. Almost all 

the people who were living in the town 

didn't trust or believe him. 

One day, a fire started in his home. He ran 

out of his home and hurriedly went to the 

center of the town and shouted to the other 

people to get help. "My neighbor, please 

help me. My house is burning." 

Nobody believed him, so they didn't go to 

his house to help him. His house burned down completely, and he was left homeless. 

There is a famous Turkish saying: The candle of someone who lies almost always burns just to 

midnight. After his candle goes off, nobody gives him any light. He remains without light. 
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I.  PRE – READING 

1. State your opinion regarding  the meaning  of  the  tale’s title. 

 

II. READING 

1. Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false): 

 

a. A person who tells many lies is usually believed. ____ 

b. The man promised to be honest about his job. ____ 

c. His wife and children continued to stay with him. ____ 

d. One day a fire started  in his home. ____ 

e. His house was eventually rescued from the fire. ____ 

 

2. Answer the following questions: 

  

a. What is the reason most of the people knew the main character of this tale? 

______________________________________________________ 

b. What happened with his family? 

______________________________________________________ 

c. What did he promise? 

______________________________________________________ 

d. Why did nobody believe him? 

______________________________________________________ 

e. What happened to his home? 

______________________________________________________ 

 

3. Read the text again and fill in the gaps: 

There was a lonely man who (1)................in a small town. (2)............of the people who were 

living in that town knew him (3)............... he was a liar. Before he became a loner, he had once 
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had a family and a good job, but he sometimes told small (4)............. to his customers. Then, 

he started to tell big lies to both his (5)................ and his family. 

4. Match the words in column A with their synonyms in column B: 

 

5. Match the words in column A with their antonyms in column B: 

 

6. Underline the correct option: 

a. A person who tells many lies is usually believed/ not believed. 

b. One day, a fire started in his home/ yard. 

c. Nobody/ A neighbor believed him. 

d. The candle of someone who lies/ tell the truth almost always burns just to 

midnight. 

e. “My neighbor/my friend, please help me.” 
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7. Ask questions to which the underlined words are the answers:  

a. There was a lonely man who lived in a small town. 

Where...................................................? 

b. Because of this, he and his family faced a lot of problems. 

What................................................? 

c. His wife and children left him.  

Who.........................? 

d. He didn't keep his promises, so he lost his job.  

Why.........................................? 

  e. His home burned down completely, and he was left homeless.  

How....................................................? 

8. Try to imagine  another ending for the given story (5 – 10 lines). 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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                                                                                            A Bulgarian folk tale

 

At the time when Elijah, the prophet, walked on earth, the Lord came to him, gave him a bunch 

of basil and a cup of water and told him to convince people to believe in Him. He also told 

Elijah to sprinkle with basil the one who believed it, as a sign that he is a Christian. 

One day, Elijah saw that many people had 

gathered on a hill. He went and asked them 

why they got together. They told him: ”There 

is our lake from where a dragon learned how 

to collect the water and he will only allow it  

to flow into rivers, fountains and springs, if 

we give him a girl as offering. But he already 

ate all the girls!” added another man from the 

crowd. Instantly, another one said: “Now it‘s 

the king's daughter's turn, so the king gathered 

us here“. 

 

The king's daughter came to the lake, but the 

dragon hadn't arrived yet. Elijah also went 

there and waited for the dragon. The dragon 

appeared upon the lake, came near and said: 

“ What an unexpected surprise!'' 
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The royal daughter began to cry with fear, but then Elijah comforted her, saying: “Do not be 

afraid! I'm here, I won‘t allow the dragon to eat you!“ He struck the awful creature with a huge, 

heavy iron bar and killed it.  Elijah went away and the king's daughter dipped her hand into the 

blood of the dragon and stroked the back of the prophet, marking him. 

 

When they saw her coming back, the people rushed to meet her. The king hugged his daughter 

and asked who saved her. She tried to spot out the man who had killed the dragon. One of the 

crowds, eager to receive a gift from the king, yelled: “I saved you!“ 

But she replied: “It's not you, I know who it was!“ 

 

She searched for the man, looking around and finally found the prophet Elijah, took him to her 

father and said: “This is the man who saved me and all our people from the dragon. He killed 

the dragon and I dipped my hand into the blood, marked him on the back. This hand mark is 

mine!“ Then the king rejoiced and asked the prophet Elijah: "What can I give you?" He replied: 

“I don't want anything. Do you see this basil and this water? You will be baptized with them, 

so you will become Christians. The Lord sent me to redeem you. You have to believe in Him! 
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I. PRE – READING 

 

1. Look at the picture. Write as many words as you can think of related to it: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.With a classmate, talk about the meaning of the legend’s title. Then, share your ideas 

with the rest of the class. 

 

II.  READING 

 

1. Find new words in the text and circle or highlight them. With your partner, try to guess 

their meaning from the context. Then, check with your teacher and classmates to see if 

you got them right. 
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2. Match the words on the left with the pictures on the right: 

 

bunch 

 

basil 

 

hand mark 

 

hill 

 

iron bar 

 

    

3. Match the words with their synonyms. 

 

 1. to sprinkle   a. to console  ____ 

 2. offering   b. to touch ____ 

 3. to comfort   c. to hurry ____ 

 4. to strike   d. tribute ____ 

 5. to stroke   e. to identify ____ 

 6. to rush   f. full of strong desire ____ 

 7. to spot out   g. to celebrate ____ 

 8. eager   h. to rescue/ save ____ 

 9. to rejoice   i. to spread ____ 

 10. to redeem   j. to hit ____ 
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4. Read the text and identify the characters. Enumerate them. 

_________________________________________________________________. 

 

5. Fill in with four adjectives describing the following characters:  

 

    Elijah Dragon King’s daughter 

   

   

   

   

 

6. Summarize the text in 5 -7 lines. 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Discuss with your partner. 

 Identify the setting of the story (time, place).  

______________________________________________________________ 

 Explain the reason of people’s sadness. 

______________________________________________________________ 

 Which is the last offering? 

______________________________________________________________ 

 Who and how rescues the king’s daughter? 

______________________________________________________________ 

 What does he claim as a reward? 

______________________________________________________________ 
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8. Imagine and write a new ending for the story. 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Choose a character and act it out. 

 

10. Imagine the palace of the king. Write a short description of it. 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

11. Who is the author of the story? Do you know another related story? Compare and contrast 

them, orally.  

12. Suppose that the king’s daughter tames the dragon. Make up a dialogue between them. 

Dragon:___________________________________________________________________ 

King’s daughter:____________________________________________________________ 

Dragon:___________________________________________________________________ 

King’s daughter:____________________________________________________________ 

Dragon:___________________________________________________________________ 

King’s daughter:____________________________________________________________ 

Dragon: ___________________________________________________________________ 

King’s daughter:____________________________________________________________ 
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13.   What did you learn from the text? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

14. Illustrate a comic based on the text. (Portfolio task) 

15. Watch the movie Pete’s dragon and compare the dragons’ behavior as it occurs. 

 

St. Elijah and the Dragon  

 

                 Pete’s dragon 
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A Hungarian folk tale (A köleves) 

 

Once upon a time, a soldier was coming home from the war, dressed in ragged clothes. He was 

very hungry and he went from house to house asking for something to eat, but nobody took 

pity on him and he wasn’t even offered a slice of bread or some soup.  

As he carried on from gate to gate, he decided to go into the first house a make himself a pot 

of soup to quiet his hunger. He picked up a stone and knocked on the first door. An old lady 

opened and he asked for some food. The old woman said she was too poor and had nothing to 

eat, either. But the soldier said he had a stone and he wanted to make a delicious stone soup, 

but he needed a pot for cooking it.  

The old lady gave him a pot, lit the fire and 

gave the soldier some water to wash the 

stone. The soldier started to boil the soup 

and even stir in it. He tasted the soup and 

said “This soup would be a lot tastier if I 

put a bit of salt in it.” The old woman said 

she had some salt, and gave it to the 

soldier. Stirring again, the soldier said that 

he could use just a bit of fat in the soup, 

and the old lady put in a spoon of fat. 

“Now it is delicious”, said the soldier, “but 

usually I put some sausages in it for a 

better taste.” The old woman brought two 

pieces of sausages and put them in the pot. 

The soldier then asked for a few potatoes 

and some vegetables to chop and add to 

the soup. At the end, he asked for a little 

rice and then they waited for the soup to 

be ready. They both sat down and ate a 

delicious soup. The old lady couldn’t 

believe how good the stone soup was. So, 

she asked the soldier to sell her the stones, 

which he did for 100 Florins.  

The soldier had satisfied his hunger and he was pleased with his trick, so he kept going to 

another village where he found another old woman who didn’t know how to cook a stone soup.  
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I. PRE – READING 

1. How does a stone soup taste? 

2. Which ingredients do you need to cook a soup? 

 

 

II.  READING 

1. Find new words in the text and circle or highlight them. Try to guess their meaning from 

the context. Then, check with your teacher and classmates to see if you got them right. 

2. Match the word to the description: 

  

take pity 

 

to look at someone or something very directly for a long time 

Trick to cut something such as food or wood into pieces 

Pot an unfair or unpleasant thing that you do in order to harm someone or to get 

an advantage for yourself 

Stare to feel sorry for someone and try to help them 

Chop a deep round metal container used for cooking food in on a cooker 

 

3. Replace the underlined words with a synonym from the list: 

 

⸰ happy ⸰ requested  ⸰ built  ⸰ continued  ⸰ dirty 

 

The soldier was dressed in ragged clothes. 

He carried on from gate to gate to find food. 

The old lady gave him a pot and lit the fire. 

The man asked for a few potatoes. 

He satisfied his hunger and was pleased with his trick. 

https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/look_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/directly_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/cut_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/food
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/wood
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/piece_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/unfair
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/unpleasant
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/order_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/harm_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/advantage
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/feel_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/sorry
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/try_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/help_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/deep_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/metal_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/container
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/used
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/cooking_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/food
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/cooker
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4. Put the sentences in order, according to the story: 

a) The man says that the soup would be tastier if he puts a bit of salt in it. 

b) A soldier is coming from the war. 

c) The old woman buys the stones from the soldier. 

d) He is hungry and asks from something to eat. 

e) He goes to another village where he tricks another old woman. 

f) An old lady gives him a pot. 

g) He wants to cook a stone soup. 

h) They eat the soup together. 

i) For a better taste he usually adds sausages, potatoes and vegetables. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

6. 7. 8. 9.  

 

5. Summarize the text using the main ideas from exercise 4. Write in your notebooks. 

6. Discuss with your partner. 

 Identify the setting of the story (time, place). 

 Why did the soldier go from house to house? 

 How does he get food? 

 What would you do instead of him? 

 

7. Identify the characters. Fill in with four adjectives. 
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8. Imagine and write a new ending for the story, in 5 – 7 lines. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. Make up a dialogue between the soldier and those who rejected him.  

 

10. How will he get back home? Write about his journey back home, as you imagine it. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

11.  Make groups of four. Together, choose a food you can buy in your country. For example 

a drink, a snack or a popular dish. Think of the qualities of the food. Write your ideas in 

the notebooks or on a piece of paper. 

 

12. Suppose you are a soldier, record a report of your survival. You can make it a diary entry 

if you want. 

 

13. Organize a debate assuming the idea “Sharing is caring!” 

 

14. Write a recipe of your favourite food. Illustrate it with drawings or pictures. (Portfolio 

task) 
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Romanian Myths & Legends 

 

There is no Romanian who hasn’t heard at least once the legends of Dochia. Sometimes 

presented in the form of a beautiful girl, other times in the appearance of an old lady, Dochia 

is probably one of the most known legendary figures. 

 

Some historical legends describe Dochia as the beautiful daughter of Decebal, the king of the 

brave Dacians - the Romanian’s ancestors. It is 

said that, after being defeated by the Romans in 

106 A.D., the Dacians tried to escape hiding in 

the thick forests of the Carpathians. Decebal, 

seeing his army defeated, preferred to commit 

suicide rather than being captured and mocked 

by the Romans. Dochia tried to escape but the 

Emperor Traian ordered his best soldiers to 

capture the beautiful girl, whose eyes 

bewitched him deeply. Proud and brave, 

Dochia ran as fast as she could. For her, there 

wasn’t a greater shame than being captured and 

then forced to marry Traian. So, when Dochia 

saw she was on the edge of being caught, she 

climbed on a steep rock and threw herself. Even today, that mountain rock wears the Dacian 

princess’ name and tourists can admire it on their way to Ceahlău Peak. 

 

https://rolandia.eu/en/blog/romanian-myths-legends
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But the most famous legends of Dochia are those connected with the arrival of the spring. There 

are many versions of the story spread all over Romania but, despite the different regional 

adjustments, the core is the same. Thus, it is said that once upon a time, there was an old lady 

named Baba Dochia. She had a son, Dragobete, a very handsome and kind boy who fell in love 

with a girl. Their love was so powerful that they got married immediately and only after that 

they broke the news to Baba Dochia. She got so cross that she decided to give a lesson to her 

new daughter-in-law. Thus, on a cold winter day, Baba Dochia gave the girl a ball of black 

wool and asked her to go to the river to wash the wool until it turns white, threatening her not 

to dare to return until the job is done. The young girl realized that whitening the wool was an 

impossible task but she still went to the river, hoping for a miracle. 

 

Her love for Dragobete was truly sincere and the thought of never seeing him again was 

unbearable so she consciously began to wash the wool in the frozen waters of the river. Her 

delicate hands rapidly began to bleed but the wool remained black. But suddenly, out of 

nowhere, a strange man, touched by the girl’s grief, came close to her and gave her a beautiful 

red flower saying that if she puts the flower into the water, the wool will turn white and that’s 

exactly what happened. The girl gladly returned home to her love but Baba Dochia, as expected, 

wasn’t too happy about that. But when she saw the red flower pinned to the girl’s blouse, Baba 

Dochia believed that spring had 

already come so she hurried to 

take her sheep up in the 

mountains. She took twelve 

coats on her, but as she climbed 

the mountains, the weather 

began to be warmer and warmer 

and each day she got off one 

coat until the 12th day when she 

remained only in a blouse. But 

in the evening, a cold wind started to blow as winter was still present. Then Baba Dochia, as 

well as all her sheep, got frozen and then, God knows what forces, turned them into stone. 

On Bucegi Mountains, up on the plateau, there are some strange stone formations that 

apparently represent Baba Dochia and her sheep. 

 

https://rolandia.eu/en/blog/discover-romania/dragobete-celebrate-love-as-it-s-meant-to-be
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Some versions of this legend claim that the strange man who helped the girl was Mărțisor, the 

Messenger of the spring, celebrated on the 1st of March. Other legends, probably influenced 

by the later Christianization, say that the girl’s name was Mărțisor and the man who helped her 

was Jesus Christ himself. 

 

What is so interesting about these legends is that they make reference to some events and places 

of high importance for the Romanian’s history. First of all, it mentions the battles between the 

Romans and the Dacians, two people that formed the actual Romanian nation. Secondly, the 

legends also makes references to Bucegi and Ceahlău Mountains, two Dacian holy places often 

compared to Athos or Olympus. Also, Dochia’s stories bring together other legendary 

characters like Mărțisor and Dragobete, so it’s easy to observe that all these stories are in a 

very subtle way, connected. No wonder why Romania is so captivating if we think that only a 

simple rock can tell the story of a nation. 

In Romania, the days at the beginning of March are considered days of a new beginning or 

Baba Dochia's Day. So, before the 1st of March, especially women use to choose one day from 

the first nine and, judging by how the weather is on the chosen day, they know how the new 

year will be for them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://rolandia.eu/en/blog/discover-romania/martisor-the-symbol-of-spring-and-the-revival-of-nature
https://rolandia.eu/en/blog/discover-romania/martisor-the-symbol-of-spring-and-the-revival-of-nature
http://www.visitneamt.com/2009/11/the-legend-of-dochia-from-ceahlau-mountain/
https://rolandia.eu/en/blog/discover-romania/martisor-the-symbol-of-spring-and-the-revival-of-nature
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I. PRE – READING 

 

1. What Romanian legends do you know? 

2. Romanian folklore contains lots of spring habits. Do you know any of them? Discuss in 

pairs and then share with the whole class. 

 

 

II. READING 

 

1. Find new words in the text. Try to guess their meaning from the context. 

 

2. Relate the following images with characters or structures from the text. 
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3. Match the words with their descriptions: 

 

1. _____ 1. thick A. to say something that is not kind 

2. _____ 2. to judge B. To make someone strongly attracted to you 

3. _____ 3. despite C. a mountain or a hill that is not flat 

4. _____ 4. to bewitch D. To give an opinion about something 

5. _____ 5. to mock E. having a dense consistency 

6. _____ 6. steep F. Something happens even though something 

else might have prevented it 

 

   

4. Find antonyms for these words: 

 

   to mock ≠ 

   threatening ≠ 

   unbearable ≠ 

   grief ≠ 

   to pin ≠ 

   to climb ≠ 

   steep  ≠ 

   bewitched ≠ 

    

 

5. Read the text again. Mark the sentences True (T) or False (F):  

 

 a) Dochia was Emperor’s Traian wife. _____ 

 b) The Dacians are the Romanian’s ancestors. _____ 

 c) When Decebal’s army was defeated, he chose to run away. _____ 

 d) Dochia threw herself from a steep rock to avoid being captured by Traian. _____ 

 e) A mountain rock is named after Dochia. _____ 
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6. Read the text again and discuss with your partner. 

 

 Explain the relationship between the characters. 

 Find a miraculous event/character in the story. 

 

7. Put the sentences in order to summarize the text: 

 

a) To teach the girl a lesson, Baba Dochia gave her an impossible task. 

b) Baba Dochia had a son, Dragobete, who fell in love with a beautiful girl.  

c) Tricked by the girl’s spring flower, Baba Dochia took her sheep up in the mountains 

and, as she climbed, she felt hot and dropped all her twelve coats. 

d) The couple got married before Dochia found out about their love.  

e) With the help of a strange man, the girl managed to fulfill her mother-in-law’s task. 

f) During the night, the icy wind froze Dochia and her sheep and turned them into 

stones.  

 

1. _____ 2. _____ 3. _____ 4. _____  5. _____ 6. _____ 

 

 

8. Imagine that Traian got near Dochia before she threw herself off the cliff and he was 

trying to talk her out of it. In pairs, write a dialogue between the two characters and 

illustrate it with a picture.  
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9. Act out the dialogue between Traian and Dochia. 

 

10. In the two legends presented in the text, Dochia is depicted differently. Write a short text 

in which to describe her, as she appears in both legends. Imagine her physical appearance 

in detail and use adjectives, similes and metaphors to describe her.  
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11. The tradition of Mărțisor in spring is also present in Bulgaria. Do some research to 

compare and contrast the traditions in the two countries. Present your findings  in a 

poster. (Portfolio task) 

 

12. You are a scientist. Decide what field suits you best from History, Geography and 

Ethnography and prepare a presentation for your students. If you are into History, deliver 

a presentation on the wars between the Romans and the Dacians and the formation of the 

Romanian nation. If you prefer Geography, your presentation will be about Ceahlău and 

Bucegi Mountains. If you are keen on traditions, you will talk about the spring traditions 

in Romania. Your presentations can be as creative as you; therefore you can choose the 

format. (Portfolio task) 
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A Bulgarian folk tale 

 

By harvest, an old chorbadjiya called his neighbour, a poor man, to reap his fields.  “When will 

I reap?” the poor man asked. “When the heavenly lamp lights up the sky”, the chorbadjiya 

answered, pointing up with his finger. “What are you going to pay me for it?” “I'll give you a 

bag of flour if you work properly.”  

The next day, early in the morning, the 

poor man went to the chorbadjiya‘s field 

and began to work. He reaped and reaped. 

He started rolling the haystacks. He 

reaped without resting. 

Only at noon he sat down for a while 

under the pear tree, ate a slice of bread 

and an onion, and grabbed the sickle 

again. By the middle of the evening, he 

had already half-reaped the field. As the 

sun went down, the tired worker stood up, 

wiped his hot sweat from his forehead 

and said: “Enough!” he thought. “How is 

that possible? Half the field stands not 

reaped”, said the chorbadjiya who had 

just arrived to see how much the poor 

man had worked.   

But the sun went down and the sky 

darkened. “The sun went down, but look 

at the sky! His sister, the moon, has risen. You will reap, until the moon had gone down, too. 

Otherwise, there is no flour for you!” And indeed, the moon rolled up the sky like a red apple 

until the sky became visible. The poor man had no choice. He bent over and started working 
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again. All night, he had been working hard while the chorbadjiya was lying under the pear tree, 

snoring. By the time the sun shone on the next day, the worker had reaped the whole field. 

“Now I'll give you flour”, the chorbadjiya said. “Go home, get your bag and come to my mill 

for the flour.”  

The poor man went home and after a while he returned to the mill with a large bag. “Pour the 

flour!” he said. The chorbadjiya 's eyes were wide open in surprise, and he shouted: “Why did 

you bring that large thing? What is it for?” “This is the big brother of my little bag”, the worker 

replied. “How can the bag have a big brother?” asked the rich man. “If the sun can have a sister, 

why can not the bag have a brother?” the poor man said laughing. 

 

The chorbadjiya was speechless and ashamed. Then he poured the flour into the large bag. 
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I. PRE – READING  

 

1. The title of the story means “a rich owner”. Write five traits of a rich man.  

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. The characters of the story are a rich man and a poor man. What relationship do you 

think they have? In your notebook, write a few ideas to describe the possible behavior 

of the rich man in relation to the poor one. Then, read the story to see if you were 

right.  

 

3. Fill in the gaps with the given words from the text: 

 

harvest grabbed sweat wiped indeed 

choice  bent over pour speechless ashamed 

 

a) When it is hot outside, people may ____________, which means they eliminate 

water through their skin. 

b) The child did something wrong and he felt ______________ when his mother 

told him off. 

c) When the crop is fully matured, people gather the grain from the field. That 

process is called the _______________.  

d) The policeman _______________ the thief by the wrist and cuffed him.  

e) After you ____________ the milk, you stir well.  

f)  I noticed an earring on the floor and ______________ to pick it up.  

g) Wow, this is such a big surprise, I can’t say a word. I’m totally 

___________________.  

h) When you have more options, you have a ______________.  

i) The young women _______________ the chocolate of her son’s cheeks. 

j) There is no doubt. This is, _____________, the murderer.  
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II.  READING 

 

1.  Find new words in the text and circle or highlight them. With your partner, try to guess 

their meaning from the context. Then, check with your teacher and classmates to see if you 

got them right. 

 

2. Match the words on the left with the pictures on the right: 

  

field                                                               

sickle                        

forehead                        

haystacks                        

mill                            

 

      

3. Read the sentences about the text and write yes or no next to them: 

 

a) The chorbadjiya is an honest man. ______ 

b) The poor man was also lazy. ______ 

c) The poor man worked for some flour. ______ 

d) The two men lived close to each other. ______ 

e) When he got tired, the poor man rested under a plum tree. ______ 

f) The rich man owned a mill. ______ 

g) The poor man brought a big bag for his flour. ______ 

h) The poor man only had to work during the day. ______ 

i) At the end, the rich man felt proud and happy. ______ 

j) The poor man finished harvesting and got a big bag of flour. ______   
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4. Complete with words from the text:  

 

One day, when the field was ready for ______________ (1), a chorbadjiya called his 

_______________ (2), a poor man and asked him to reap the field for him. The poor man 

agreed to work during the day, when the _______________ (3) shines upon the sky. The 

poor man started working and he _____________ (4) without rest. But the rich man said 

that he should continue reaping during night, when the sun’s ______________ (5), the 

moon was up on the sky. Saddened and tired, he continued because he needed the 

promised flour. When he had finished rolling all the _______________ (6), the rich man 

told him to go home, get a bag and return to the _______________ (7) for flour. The 

poor man brought a big bag, which he said was the old ______________ (8) of his small 

bag. The rich man couldn’t say a word. He was _________________ (9) and he felt 

_______________ (10), but he filled the poor man’s bag with flour.  

 

5. Identify the dialogue at the end of the story. Together with a classmate, act it out! 

6. Summarize the text in 5 -7 lines. 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

7. Discuss with your partner. 

 Identify the setting of the story (time, place).  

__________________________________________________________ 

 What was the initial agreement between the two characters? 

__________________________________________________________ 

 Why did the rich man change the deal? 

__________________________________________________________ 

 How did the poor man teach the chorbadjiya a lesson? 

__________________________________________________________ 

 How do you think the poor man felt at the end? 

__________________________________________________________ 
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8. The next year, the chorbadjiya asked his neighbor to reap his fields again. Imagine the dialogue 

in which they reach an agreement. 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

9. What do you think the poor man will do with his big bag of flour? Write about it: 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

11. Who is the author of the story? Do you know another related story? Compare and contrast 

them, orally.  

 

12.   What did you learn from the text? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

14. Illustrate a comic based on the text. (Portfolio task) 
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A Turkish legend 

 

The legend of Şahmeran comes from Mesopotamia. It has been told and retold in Mardin for 

hundreds and hundreds of years. The name “Şahmeran” actually comes from the Persian name 

“Şah-ι Meran,” which means “the shah of the snakes”. Şahmeran was half a snake and half a 

very beautiful woman. She was a snake from the waist down, but from the waist upwards, a 

beautiful woman. Her portraits are traditionally hung on walls inside houses especially on girls’ 

bedroom walls. It is believed that hanging her pictures brings good fortune for them.  

Once upon a time, there was a tall and handsome boy called Tahmasp who lived in Mardin. 

One day, by mistake, he walked into a cave where thousands of snakes were sleeping. There 

he met Şahmeran. Tahmasp couldn’t hide the fact that he was attracted to her although she was 

a snake from the waist down. Tahmasp remained in the cave for days on end, listening to 

Şahmeran tell incredible stories about the world and humanity. He was in awe, but when 

Şahmeran had told him 

everything and there was nothing 

left to tell, Tahmasp decided that 

he was missing the outside world 

and left. Even though Şahmeran 

didn’t like this idea, in the end, 

she accepted it.   

 So Tahmasp returned to the land 

where he used to live. But one 

day, the king of that land got very 

ill. One of the king’s assistants 

who was quite evil told the king 

that the only treatment that would 

cure him was to eat a piece of 

meat from the body of Şahmeran. 

The search began. Anyone who 

might know anything about Şahmeran was asked to come forward. One day, as Tahmasp was 

at the hamam, he was identified by soldiers who spotted snake scales all over his body. The 

soldiers brought him to the king’s evil assistant. It turned out – not surprisingly – that the 

wicked royal aide’s real aim was not to make the king better, but to hear about the secrets of 

the world straight from the mouth of Şahmeran. Tahmasp was tortured until he revealed the 

location of Şahmeran’s cave.  
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So the assistant and the soldiers went to the cave and found Şahmeran who revealed her great 

secret, saying: “Whoever tears off a bit of flesh from my tail and eats it will be endowed with 

all the secrets of the world. But whoever takes a bit of flesh from my head and eats it will die 

instantly.” No sooner were these words out of Şahmeran’s mouth than the villainous assistant 

cut the half-snake, half-woman into two pieces, and ripped a bit of flesh from her tail. Tahmasp, 

horrified by what he had just witnessed, bit into a piece of flesh from Şahmeran’s head so as to 

die immediately. But what happened instead is that the king’s evil aid – having eaten a bite of 

Şahmeran’s tail – died on the spot while Tahmasp appeared completely unaffected. It turned 

out that Şahmeran had anticipated the king’s assistant’s plot and had seen to it that her lover, 

Tahmasp, inherited all her knowledge, while her enemy went to his death. However, in the 

wake of Şahmeran’s death, Tahmasp was so bereaved that he isolated himself away from the 

rest of humanity. Afterwards he is said to have become a legendary doctor, Lokman Hekim. 
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I. PRE – READING 

 

1. Express your opinion regarding the meaning of the legend’s title.  

2. Unjumble the letters to form words from the text. Find the words and highlight them in 

the text: 

a) S T A I W - ______________ - this is the body part below the ribs and above 

the hips (paragraph 1) 

b) T E F U R O N - _____________ = chance, good luck (paragraph 1)  

c) V E A C - _____________ = cavern, natural underground chamber in a cliff or 

hillside (paragraph 2) 

d) W A E - _________ = a feeling of respect mixed with fear or wonder 

(paragraph 2) 

e) A H A M M - ____________ = a Turkish Bath (paragraph 3) 

f) S S C A E L  ___________ = small, thin plates protecting the skin of fish and 

reptiles (paragraph 3) 

g) C K I W E D - ___________ = evil or morally wrong, mean (paragraph 3) 

h) S E L F H - ____________ = muscle and fat found between the skin and bones 

of a human or an animal, tissue (paragraph 4) 

i) P T O L - ___________ = a plan made in secret by a group of people to do 

something illegal or harmful (paragraph 4) 

j) K O W N E E L D G - _______________ = the theoretical or practical 

understanding of a subject (facts, information, skills) (paragraph 4) 

 

II. READING 

1. Read and mark the sentences T (True) or F (false):  

a. According to the text, the legend of Şahmeran comes from Mesopotamia. ____  

b. Sahmeran was half a cat and half a very beautiful woman. ____ 

c. Tahmasp didn’t return to the land where he used to live. ____ 

d. Tahmasp was identified by the king’s friends who spotted snake scales 

 all over his body. ____ 

e. Şahmeran had anticipated the king’s assistant’s plot. ____ 
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2. Answer the following questions in your notebook. 

f. Where does the name Şahmeran come from? 

g. What did Şahmeran look like? 

h. Who advised the king what to do in order to get cured? 

i. What did the soldiers and the king’s assistant say when they arrived in Sahmeran’s 

cave? 

j. What happened to the king’s evil assistant? 

 

3. Fill in the gaps based on the text: 

Whoever tears off a bit of flesh from my (1) ............... and eats it will be endowed with 

all the secrets of the world. But (2)...................... takes a bit of flesh from my head and 

eats it will die (3) …………...”.No sooner were these words out of Şahmeran’s mouth 

(4)................... the villainous assistant cut the half-snake, half-woman into two 

(5)........................, and ripped a bit of flesh from her tail.  

4.  Match the words in column A with their synonyms in column B: 

A             B 

legend                                          wisdom                                            

decide                                          aid  

search                                           monarch               

knowledge                                    explore 

assistant                                        tale 

king                                             resolve 

5. Match the words in column A with their antonyms in column B: 

A       B 

horrified                                                      birth 

death                                                            short 

to like                                                          excited 

to make                                                       dislike 

tall                                                               to destroy 
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6. Circle the right answer from the ones in italics: 

a. Tahmasp couldn’t/ could hide the fact that he was attracted to Shahmeran 

although she was a snake from the waist down. 

b. One day, Tahmasp decided to leave/never leave Shahmeran’s cave.  

c. The wicked royal aid’s real aim was to make the king better/ to hear about the 

secrets of the world. 

d. Afterwards he is said to have become a legendary doctor/ a legendary scientist. 

e. Tahmasp/ the king inherited all her knowledge. 

 

 

7. Ask questions to the underlined words:  

a. The Legend of Shahmeran has been told and retold in Mardin for hundreds and 

hundreds of years. 

 Where...................................................? 

 

b. Tahmasp couldn’t hide the fact that he was attracted to her although she was a 

snake from the waist down. 

 What................................................? 

 

c. One of the king’s assistants was quite evil. 

Who.........................? 

 

d. Tahmasp decided that he was missing the outside world and left. 

 Why.........................................? 

 

  e. No sooner were these words out of Şahmeran’s mouth than the villainous assistant 

cut the half-snake, half-woman into two pieces. 

   How....................................................? 
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8.  Instead of dying, the king’s assistant falls sick and his evil plan is exposed. Write a dialogue 

(6 – 8 lines) between the assistant and the king. What will the punishment be for the assistant? 

 

9.Draw a picture of Şahmeran and Tahmasp as you imagine them.  
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10. Şahmeran is said to be very wise. In pairs, discuss about the profile (qualities and abilities) 

of a wise person. Write them in your notebook, and then name some wise people you have met. 

Do you think you need to be really old to become wise? Why (not)? Share your ideas with the 

rest of the class.   

11.  Şahmeran told Tahmasp lots of stories while he was in the cave. Suppose one of the stories 

was about how the seas and oceans of the world were formed. Make up a story (10 – 15 lines), 

as you imagine Şahmeran told it to Tahmasp. (Portfolio task)  
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Choose the correct answer to the following questions:  

1.  The following writing is not a S.F.:  

A.Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, by Jules Verne 

B.The Invisible Man, by H. G. Wells 

C.The Story of Christopher Columbus 

2. The main character of a story is also called: 

A. Supportive character 

B. Protagonist 

C. Antagonist 

3. The series that contains elements of setting is: 

A. characters, time, plot 

B. mood, place, time 

C. atmosphere, place, climax 

4.  A flat character is the one who: 

A. goes through change and “grows” during the story 

B. is perceived as evil, causing harm to other characters in the story. 

C. is a one-dimensional character. 

5. The stages of the plot, in the correct order, are: 

A. Exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, resolution 

B. Falling action, rising action, exposition, climax, resolution 

C. Exposition, rising action, falling action, climax, resolution 

6. The theme of Saint Elijah and the Dragon is: 

A. Love 

B. Nature 

C. Courage and faith 

7. “As light as a feather” is a: 

A. Metaphor 

B. Simile 

C. Hyperbole 

8. Choose the correct ending: “As busy …” 

A. as a cucumber 

B. as a lion 

C. as a bee 

9. Which of these did the old man’s daughter not meet in her journey: 

A. The cat 

B. The pear tree 

C. The oven  

10. In the end, the old woman and her daughter: 

A. were chased away by the old man 

B. were eaten by scary monsters 

C. found a big treasure chest 

11. In the Hungarian legend of the Wondrous Stag, Eneh gave birth to two sons: 

A. Hunor and Magor 

B. Hunor and Nimrod 

C. Magor and Menrot 

12. According to the Hungarian legend, the following sentence is false: 

A. Chasing the stag, they discovered an unknown region. 

B. Hunor, Magor and Enéh were Nimrod’ s sons. 

C. Chasing the stag, they discovered an unknown region. 

13. In the traditional Turkish folk tale, the main character lived: 

A. In a village 

B. In a small town 

C. In a big town 
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14. Why did the liar ask for help? 

A. His house was on fire. 

B. The wolf came to eat his sheep. 

C. The flood affected his house. 

15. What was the reason for which a large crowd had gathered on a hill in the Legend of St. Elijah 

and the Dragon:  

A. The dragon was expecting another offering. 

B. There was a riot against the king. 

C. There was a special holiday for them. 

16. How did the king’s daughter mark her savior: 

A. She dipped her hand in blood and marked his forehead. 

B. She dipped her hand in blood and marked his chest. 

C. She dipped her hand in blood and marked his back. 

17. Which ingredient was not in the Stone soup: 

A. A little fat 

B. Sausages 

C. Charcoal  

18. “The Stone Soup” is a: 

A. Hungarian folk tale 

B. Bulgarian folk tale 

C. Romanian folk tale 

19. The legend of Dochia is related to: 

A. Winter holiday 

B. Easter traditions 

C. The beginning of spring 

20. Dochia turned into a: 

A. Rock 

B. Pond  

C. River  

21. In the Bulgarian folk tale, the main characters are: 

A. An old man and a rich man. 

B. The sun and the moon 

C. A poor man and a rich man. 

22. What was the reward for the harvester: 

A. A bag of golden coins. 

B. A lavish meal. 

C. A bag of flour. 

23. In the legend of Şahmeran, a handsome boy arrived at: 

A. A cave full of bats. 

B. A cave full of snakes. 

C. A fox’s den.  

24. In fact, all of Şahmeran’s wisdom was in the flash of her 

A. Tail 

B. Heart 

C. Head  

25. The 4 W in a story refer to: 

A. What, Why, Who, Whose 

B. Who, What, When, Where 

C. When, Where, What, Whom 

 

Congratulations! Award one point for each correct answer. Here is the interpretation of your score:  

20- 25 p: Wow, you aced it! You are a story wizard! Keep on reading and enrich your knowledge! 

15 – 20 p: You’re really good at stories. Congratulations! Go back to the ones you didn’t get right and 

refresh your memory. 

 5 – 15 p: It seems you’re not exactly a bookworm, but you can still find and read the books you enjoy.  


